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TROYA Tech Defense Ltd. is a world-class designer and producer of Defense, Security, 
HLS, and tactical solutions. We specialize in Night Vision and Ther mal Imagery, with a 
focus on single-user systems featuring smart ergonom ics and user interface (UI). 

We foster close working relationships with End-Users in armed forces around the 
globe. This provides TROYA with valuable real-time data and feedback on our 
various product phases; as well as direct insight into the needs and parameters of 
operational systems. 

Our research, development, and testing are all done in full collaboration with our 
users, resulting in superbly targeted finished products. All of our en gineers are with 
vast experienced coming from our field of operation, with many years of design and 
manufacturing of Night Vision equipment. 

In a world where large companies operate at a heavy pace, TROYA is proud to 
provide its clients with quick customized solutions. Much like a spe cial-ops unit, we 
take our clients' operational specs, translate them into working plans, and craft 
rapid, perfectly-fitted solutions.

https://www.troya-tech.com/
https://www.troya-tech.com/
mailto:info@troya-tech.com


TROYA's versatile testing, R&D, and production capabilities enable us to hit the ground 
running with any project, giving us a responsiveness that is un matched in the Night Vision and 
Thermal Imagery industry. 

No project is too challenging for us. Whether we're servicing the newest aircraft or dealing 
with less current models, we can transform any cockpit into a fully NVG compatible platform. 
This adaptability is what makes TROYA the Night Vision provider of choice for armed forces 
worldwide. We be lieve in correct design and ergonomics, and invest our utmost in creating 
optimal UI comfort and functionality. 

TROYA's industry specialists and tech experts are shaping the future of bat tlefield capabilities, 
striving for constant technological improvement in our operational uses, platforms, and appli-
cations. Our vastly knowledgeable management team has a combined experience of over 
30 years in the defense and security sectors. 

With partnerships, collaborations, and associates spanning the globe, TROYA maintains a 
headquarters and an R&D facility in Israel, with an inter national o�ce in Milan, Italy. We pride 
ourselves on first-rate customer ser vice and manufacturing processes, and are ISO 9001:2015 
certified. 

TROYA's leading product, the STRIX Aviator Night Vision Imaging System (ANVIS), is operational-
ly proven and used by hundreds of pilots and avia tors on a daily basis around the world. Our 
customers avail from all conti nents, including tier-1 operators, from the Military, Police and 
Civilian sec tors. The STRIX has successfully endured numerous qualification tests, per formed 
by its users, including hundreds of flying hours. 

TROYA is a registered Defense exporter by the Israeli MOD, and operates under the Israeli 
export regulations. 
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